
“I have personally seen a transformation in 
how I care for myself, connect to others, 
and set (and ACHIEVE) insanely amazing 
goals that I never dreamed possible.”

Marina D.
Clinical Intelligence Researcher

”Passionate, very articulate and inspiring. 
Alison shares a great message for those 
struggling with figuring out who they really 
are and what their value is.”

Tracy O.
Real Estate Professional

Alison Pena aka Bad Widow
Leading Expert on Reinvention After Transition

Alison is the leading expert on reinventing yourself after loss of a loved one, getting back to 
financial stability and thriving. Her husband died in her arms at home in 2016, after an 11-month 
battle with pancreatic cancer. Data shows loss of a spouse or partner has severe economic, 
emotional and health implications. All categories of loss force a recalibration of priorities, 
especially with respect to finances, self-care, energy and  time. 

Every transition creates a sense of loss, the death of a future imagined, which will never come to 
pass. Many entrepreneurial women experience transitions which also amplify loneliness, such as: 

● Grieving the death of a loved one
● Going through a divorce, separation or breakup
● Losing a job or business
● Having a health breakdown or chronic illness
● Becoming primary caregiver for a family member or friend
● Experiencing the inevitable effects of aging
● Struggling to pay the bills and fearing for the future

Leveraging 3 Pillars to Affluence, Alison works with entrepreneurial women, focused on reaching 
their lifestyle and legacy goals, to reinvent themselves after any transition by, 1) processing the 
physical and emotional effects proactively, 2) reclaiming their clarity, confidence, and financial 
stability, and 3) rebuilding supportive professional and personal networks strategically. 

ALISON’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS
TREADING WATER AFTER TRANSITION: WHAT IT COSTS AND HOW TO FIX IT -  
Identify the top three challenges you face after a {specific transition}. Assess the practical impact 
each has on you, then proactively take strategic action and request resources to solve them. 

Value add for the audience: Figure out specifically what stalled your growth. Learn clarity 
practices, which are the secret sauce to better outcomes, and attract people, personally and 
professionally, who provide the support you require to thrive on your own terms.
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LEVERAGE IS KEY: HOW EFFECTIVELY ARE YOU AT ENGAGING YOUR NETWORKS? - 
After a transition, you may lose track of the goals you want to accomplish and be unsure who 
and how to ask for support. Learn to communicate and leverage your connections better. 

Value add for the audience: Assess your existing networks, attract the right people to you 
and ask more powerfully  for what you need. Learn how to create win-win relationships which 
reciprocally deliver the resources you each need for success.

REDEFINING YOUR ROADMAP TO SUCCESS - Every transition changes us. In this turning 
point moment, you have a choice, to redefine success and who you are now or cling to the ruts of 
the old path. Your commitment to clarity creates better results.

Value add for the audience: Learn practices to datamine your history and discover what 
success meant for you before. Make distinctions to find out what matter nows. Prioritize your 
goals to redefine your roadmap to success.

CONTACT AS SEEN ON

alison@badwidow.com

(718) 612-9963

Bad Widow website

AMERICA’S TRANSITION & 
LONELINESS CRISIS 

46% of U.S. adults, especially 
young adults, report 
sometimes or always feeling 
lonely and 47% report feeling 
left out. The Economist 2018

Of the 13.7 million widowed 
persons in the U.S., 11 million 
are women. 

According to Stress.org, 
chronic stress in the US costs 
$600 billion dollars annually. 
Almost 90% of all medical 
visits are stress-related. 

Learning to move through transitional 
events powerfully is critical to reclaiming 
innate vitality, stability, joy and the 
capacity to act resourcefully.

@alisonpena

@alisonpena

What People Say:

Women in transition require greater 
autonomy at work and additional 
flexibility with time and money.

The rate of women-owned 
business startups has doubled 
due to opportunity and 
necessity.


